
Formula One Strikes Back

 
Remember a fortnight ago when F1 was dull, absolutely dull. Everyone 
vehemently, someone had to act. Someo
And eventually, today we know that 
 
To tell you the truth, there wasn’
tight fights throughout the GP, while spectacle enthusiasts were delighted from the first lap to the last, 
apart from some time in the second
park and under its humidity (where the hell were the greens anyway?), there were rebounds and daring 
bets, as well as spectacle, fights, rivalry, resistance 
simple: only this to last here and there 
 
Button realised one of his most mature races, one of his most complete wins, which was almost the 
same achievement as in Hungary 2006. With this win he also showed that he deserves his world 
championship title. He especially showed that he is not an ultra
easy to dare – and assume – betting on slick tyres as early as he did, although 
the changing track conditions at the beginning of the race
was still waiting. Although the playboy had startled himself for two whole laps, he managed in no 
time to drive comfortably, while being sheltered from incidents thanks to this over
which happened to be perfect-timed. This is what is fascinating in his vic
brain during the race instead of a waiting tactic. Button was rewarded for his guts and ability to take 
risks, which is quite positive. 
 
His teammate had fewer luck. He paid for waiting for indications during the race, although
well-hidden by the ultra-offensive driver he is. Lewis 
entirely-formatted driver. Let’s caricature this and reflect that he leaves the settings part to the 
engineers, focusing on driving as a maniac 
could not manage to adapt to the changing conditions during the race. That is where he is different 
from all the teammates he had: Alonso, Kovalainen and Button, those who all manage quite well to 
adapt to such conditions. We already saw this in China 2007, and we then see it yesterday. Apart from 
this, there is nothing to say about the race he did because he managed very quickly to erase the bad 
qualifying performance he had done. I will not say a wor
deal with his criticism towards his team regarding strategy. If Button can bet on something, you can do 
it, too, Lewis. As if it was a brand new thing. So let’s not cry over your result, you’re making 
enemies… 
 
Paradoxically, Vettel’s retirement enlightened my day, in a way only. I’m glad he retired because it 
shows Horner that Renault is not responsible for every reliability issue hitti
nice but he’s turning into a loudmouth. Let’s hope
Stoddard 2.0. However, it doesn’t satisfy me at 100% because his bunch of fans (Vettel’s fans, not 
Horner’s) is now persuaded that he is the new black cat of the grid. 
numerous mechanical incidents that haven’t been clearly explained. They only hit Vettel. 
Newey designed the Red Bull and it is not a secret that he goes too far in his research 
between reliability and performance. But the bad luck which hits
something which always leaves me dubious. You are basically the master of your luck and drivers 
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have to manage everything on the limit, something which, in my opinion, Vettel may not be able to do 
at 110%. On the other hand, Webber made too many mistakes this week-end to hope for better results. 
He’s got the fastest lap of the race – maybe the one he performed by anger against himself. Though, it 
happened before he failed to brake correctly, which turned him into a Mario Kart Koopa. Pity, because 
winning at his home race seemed very close on Saturday, but Webber’s Sunday race was far from 
challenging the race he did there in 2002! 
 
Talking about Sunday’s race, Kubica’s was wonderful. We didn’t see it a lot but it was effective. He 
was in second place without much trouble, and he kept it with authority. Nice stuff, Robert! Renault 
can be delighted with this week-end. It’s a shame that once again, Petrov couldn’t use his opportunist 
start (starting from P18, P11 at the end of the first lap, P9 when he retired). Cheer up, yellows! You’re 
on the right track! 
 
Paradoxically again, I believe Massa did a great job on this race. He made a terrific start and drove a 
nice race, although a bit self-hearted. He is the only driver who scored two podiums in two races. Let’s 
see if it’s lasting, because his bravery may well sink during the season. Alonso won’t be relegated at 
the end of the peloton at every race start. And even yesterday he was, but he managed to finish just 
behind his teammate. Massa was the master of his subject without doing much. The duel could easily 
and quickly turn into a n°1/2 system. Massa was lucky to finish ahead of him this time. 
 
In Mercedes, Rosberg didn’t impress me yet. He’s improving, it’s true, but it’s not enough. I thought 
Mercedes engines would be enough, too. But, circumstances helping, the Mercedes looks to be slightly 
behind the other teams, which could explain why Schumacher had difficulties going up in the 
classification. His start was quite good, but it was ruined by a racing incident. His other race – in the 
peloton – didn’t seem to please him. As a stranger in his own sport, he knows that he will have to 
qualify better to hope for better. As time goes by, Nico does score, Michael doesn’t. 
Chez Mercedes, Rosberg ne m'a pas encore transcendé. Il monte en puissance certes, mais c'est 
poussif. Je pensais que les diesels Mercedes ne le seraient pas. Mais bon, circonstances atténuantes, la 
Mercedes a l'air un peu en retrait des autres teams. Ce qui pourrait expliquer cette remontée délicate de 
Schumacher. Le départ fut bon, mais gâché par un fait de course. Son autre course, celle en peloton, 
avait l'air de ne pas lui convenir. Comme un étranger à son propre sport, il sait qu'il devra regagner les 
avants de grille pour espérer mieux. En attendant, Nico score. 
 
In India, on the Force side, we could easily make the same report as a fortnight ago! Liuzzi didn’t 
shine, but he is more than effective to bring some points at home. Sutil struggles to show anything for 
the moment. It’s a shame for him because he could regret one season too many with FI. 
 
In Williams, Rubinho carries on his veteran-quest for points. Hülkenberg, on the other hand, saw the 
German-Japanese pact break, an in trouble-kamikaze hitting him in mid-flight. He should recover from 
this sooner or later for the public good. 
 
The little Scuderia has gone through a lean period, once again. Yet, Alguersuari did everything he can 
to keep the almost unhoped-for point. But it was a waste of time. And because Buemi had been a 
collateral victim of the Kobayashi-Hülkenberg collision, he couldn’t show anything in conditions 
which could have suited him. 
 
We’ve been blabbering about him for two paragraphs, so let’s really talk about him now! Ladies and 
gentlemen, please welcome Kobayashi or the man who loses his front wing. It’s true that since I’ve 



seen the Sauber’s presentation, I found these wings quite vulnerable and thin, but to such an extent 
that it’s unwillingness. However, because we’ll never really know, we shouldn’t insist on it. The two 
Saubers were where they were expected to be: in their invisibility cloak. For a moment de la Rosa was 
into the points before he collapsed towards the end of the race. The legend says they call it experience! 
 
The weekend’s achievement, apart from Button’s, has been made by Chandhok, and to a certain extent 
HRT. HRT has already reduced the gap between Lotus to 1”8 in qualifying and to 1”4 in the fastest 
lap of the race, which is really appreciable. Something which is even more appreciable is that they 
cross the finish line. They’re very brave to be here, people please don’t kill good intentions. 
Kovalainen’s intentions are also pretty good. He has driven his Lotus magnificently so far this season. 
If there was a “new team’s challenge”, he would largely be in the lead. Trulli wasn’t varnished, for he 
couldn’t start because of this bloody hydraulic which is the newbies’ nightmare. Talking about 
newbies, at last, let’s evoke Virgin whose too small tank for a race was a good laugh. Glock, crossing 
someone who had a much better car, showed he was fighting for positions.  Di Grassi is yet to prove 
he deserves his seat. To his defence, how can we prove anything when we know that we’ll struggle to 
finish? It’s burlesque, but quite predictable, actually. 
 
The Albert Park gathered more people than ever these last years as a consequence of the rise of both 
Webber and RBR. However, despite their Grand Prix wasn’t as great as expected, maybe, no one left 
the circuit yawning or whirring on the couch, whether we were at GMT or UTC-5 hour. Need I say 
more? However, would the Australian GP erase everything everyone is worrying about in the season? 
In a way, yes, it would. It made them sunk, because the humid track worked a lot in the favour of the 
spectacle via a corridor that dried and the rest of the track remaining slippery. But rain doesn’t explain 
all either. When we look back in the past, we notice with a glimpse of a smile that races in Melbourne 
are rarely predictable and full of rebounds. Without going into further detail, here’s what happened in 
Melbourne: last year’s Brawn one-two occurred after hell of last laps, Webber finished 5th in 2002 
with a Minardi, Fisichella won in 2005, Irvine did in 1999, Villeneuve came so close to winning his 
first race ever in 1996, as well as crazy races, such as in 1997, 1999, 2002, 2003, 2008 to name but the 
most outstanding races and the ones that have just come to my mind right now. 
 
Let’s not remember either that the F1 microcosm enjoys Melbourne a lot, just as it likes Montreal and 
some other rounds of the F1 championship that add charm without mastering its subject in terms of 
technology. Some promoters should inspire of these Melbourne-like events, just as others who may 
think that circuits situated far from anything else and patchworks from the best F1 can offer are not 
what everyone is waiting for. F1 will stay one hell of an exciting sport. It’s now the promoters’ job to 
offer the fans and the races the best surroundings where sport can express itself at best. A word to the 
wise is enough. 


